FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Synchrono® Releases Version 6.0 of SyncOperations™
Manufacturing Intelligence Software
New Features Mean More Power for Manufacturers to Enable the Industrial Internet of
Things
ST. PAUL, Minn. – May 21, 2015 – Synchrono®, a leader in demand-driven manufacturing
software, today announced the release of version 6.0 of SyncOperations™, the company’s
manufacturing intelligence system powered by Savigent™. SyncOperations enables the
Industrial Internet of Things by pulling and analyzing data from multiple sources driving value for
both manufacturers and their customers.
SyncOperations software is comprised of several components, including a workflow automation
engine, a data historian and the ability to connect and aggregate data from enterprise systems
and machines. Key enhancements in version 6.0 of SyncOperations include:
•
•
•
•

An all-new Artifact Server that stores ready-to-deploy applications for easy use across
the enterprise
Enhanced functionality and flexibility, allowing workflows to interact with all
environment information without the need for dedicated interface types
Infrastructure changes that allow online data storage and web-based queries of the
system
New IM-SQL querying language support that provides easy access to system data and
can be used to investigate complex relationships within manufacturing data

The manufacturing process and contextual data gained from SyncOperations software provides
highly actionable information for operations, engineering and continuous improvement teams.
“SyncOperations 6.0 gives manufacturers some powerful new tools for capturing real-time data
and connecting systems, machines and people,” said John Maher, vice president of product
strategy for Synchrono. “The information gained can drive instant, more informed decisions to
positively impact production flow as well as provide a solid focus to continuous improvement
initiatives.”
About Synchrono

Synchrono® LLC is a leading provider of demand-driven manufacturing software and services
that simplify complex manufacturing environments and transform business results. The
company’s planning, scheduling and execution and eKanban inventory replenishment systems
are powerful on their own, and when combined with its operations solutions on the Synchrono
Demand-Driven Manufacturing Platform, clients synchronize workforce, methods, machines,
resources, data and more enabling flow from order inception through production and delivery.
Aggregating information from its own applications as well as from both machine-level and
disparate enterprise systems, the Synchrono Demand-Driven Manufacturing Platform provides a
real-time visual information system that empowers everyone - from the top floor to the shop
floor - with actionable information. Synchrono helps clients manage constraints, improve flow,
drive on-time delivery and maintain a competitive edge. For more information, please visit
www.synchrono.com. Follow the Demand-Driven Matters blog at www.synchrono.com/blog.
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